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Abstract— In this paper, we demonstrate that Spectral Enhancement techniques can be configured to improve the classification 
accuracy of a pattern recognition-based myoelectric control system. This is based on the observation that, when the subject is at rest, 
the power in EMG recordings drops to levels characteristic of the noise. Two Minimum Statistics techniques, which were developed for 
speech processing, are compared against electromyographic (EMG) de-noising methods such as wavelets and Empirical Mode 
Decomposition. In the cases of simulated EMG signals contaminated with white noise and for real EMG signals with added and 
intrinsic noise the gesture classification accuracy was shown to increase. The mean improvement in the classification accuracy is 
greatest when Improved Minima-Controlled Recursive Averaging (IMCRA)-based Spectral Enhancement is applied, thus 
demonstrating the potential of Spectral Enhancement techniques for improving the performance of pattern recognition-based 
myoelectric control. 
 
Index Terms—electromyography, myoelectric, spectral enhancement, IMCRA 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
urface Electromyography (EMG) is a non-invasive measurement method of muscle activity that can be used for telehealth 
[1] and for prosthesis control [2] [3]. The presence of noise [4-12] such as measurement noise [7,8], power line interference, 
quantisation noise, ECG and motion artifact [4,5] obscure the information content of the signal and reduce its usefulness for 
pattern recognition-based prosthetic control by causing a reduction in gesture classification accuracy. 
Some types of noise can be preventatively reduced by careful hardware setup: for example, Motion Artifact can be reduced by 
minimising the sensor movement relative to the skin. Once digitized, band pass filtering is used to restrict the frequency content 
to the band within which most of the energy of the EMG resides. Notch filtering or adaptive filtering [5] blind rejection [9] or 
spectral interpolation [10] can also be performed to remove 50Hz or 60Hz power line interference.  ECG can be removed by 
applying template methods or moving average filtering [11]. 
Noise detection and identification methods have been applied to EMG signals in order to mitigate the effects of noise that 
could not be preventatively removed. The methods were tested by artificially adding noise to EMG signals. ECG, motion artifact, 
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), amplifier saturation and power line interference were added to EMG in [4-6] to test 
the feasibility of pattern recognition. AWGN was used in [12] to assess the robustness of features and to assess noise reduction 
techniques such as wavelets in [13,14]. 
In this paper, we will demonstrate how two spectral enhancement techniques designed for speech signals can be configured for 
EMG to improve the classification accuracy of pattern recognition: Minimum Statistics Noise Estimation (MSNE) and Improved 
Minima Controlled Recursive Averaging (IMCRA). The techniques are tested with simulated EMG, real EMG that is artificially 
contaminated with AWGN and an intrinsically noisy EMG data set. To assess the effectiveness of the noise reduction, 
classification accuracy is used as a means of evaluating EMG signal quality: It is asserted here that if signal quality has been 
improved, then classification accuracy will increase. Three measurements for evaluating EMG signal quality are first examined, 
which are assessed on the ‘steady state’ parts of the EMG. They are: 
a. Maximum Drop in Power Density (DP Ratio) is a measurement between the maximum and minimum energy content of 
FFT bins. The threshold value from [15] is 30dB. 
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b. The SN Ratio is a type of SNR in which the shape of the spectrum is taken into account. It is calculated based on the 
assumption that no EMG is present in the upper 20% of the frequency range. For our data sets, which will be discussed 
in 2.1.2, the upper 20% is 800-1000Hz and 720-800Hz. According to [16] surface EMG resides in the band 10-400Hz 
so this assumption is valid. The threshold value for SN Ratio from [15] is 15dB. 
c. The  Ratio is an “index of spectral deformation” [15] used to detect “disturbances” in the EMG spectrum. The 
threshold value from [15] is 1.4. 
The only prior instance of the application of spectral enhancement to EMG was spectral subtraction in [17], where the mean 
spectrum of the noise is calculated across several ‘noise only’ STFT windows to account for its variation. The mean noise 
spectrum is then subtracted across the STFT windows of the entire signal. However, the authors were unable to find any prior 
research in which Spectral Enhancement using minimum statistics was applied within the EMG frequency band as a means of 
noise identification or reduction. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: myoelectric signals and the data sets used in the work are introduced in Section 2, 
EMG filtering is described in Section 3, pattern recognition is described in 2.3, method in 3, results in 4, discussion in 5 and 
conclusions are given in 6. 
2. THEORY 
2.1.  Surface Myoelectric Signals 
To move the forearm or hand, nerve impulses travel down the nerve to motoneurons, which interface with the muscles at 
motor units. When the motor units are activated, they fire and cause a potential difference. The activity from single motor unit 
action potentials (MUAPs) can be detected by invasive needle sensors, or EMG from a group of MUAPs can be sensed by an 
electrode on the skin’s surface. When detected using the latter, the attenuated summation of MUAPs within range of the sensor is 
called the surface EMG, or sEMG, signal [18]: 
 
 = ∑ ∑ 	
 − ,	 + 	

  (1) 
 
 is the measured SEMG signal, R is the number of active motor units,  is lth motor unit action potential belonging to 
motor unit i, Φ,	 is the occurrence time of 	 and  is additive noise [18]. The STFT of this is the summation of the STFT 
of the EMG and additive noise. 
 
,  = ,  + ,                                 (2) 
 
2.1.1. Simulated EMG 
Simulated EMG has mathematical or structural properties similar in some useful way to real EMG. It is guaranteed to be 
clean, so it is suitable for assessing the performance of spectral noise estimators because the exact amount of additive noise can 
be controlled. The method from [19] was used, which is a phenomenological model [18] that we previously used in [4,6]. The 
following transfer function was used to generate simulated EMG [19]: 
 
 !"# =
$%&'
(&
"&)$&#"&'$&#(
        (3) 
 
The parameters 	 and * are used to adjust the shape of the EMG spectrum. In this work, the parameters were changed 
randomly for each simulated gesture, but kept constant during a gesture to simulate a static contraction. A simulated recording of 
a ‘rest-gesture-rest’ was generated of length 15 seconds that has a gesture of length 5±0.5 s in duration starting between 5-10 s 
into  the simulated recording. An onset and offset were generated by 100-sample ‘ramps’ at either side of the simulated steady-
state contraction [20]. Finally, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) was added to the signal at the required SNR. Fig. 1 
(left) shows a clean EMG gesture, which has AWGN added (Fig. 1 (centre)) to produce the signal shown in Fig. 1 (right). 
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Fig. 1. The creation of simulated recording of an EMG corresponding to a gesture is created. The clean EMG, which has 
well-defined onset, steady-state and offset locations (left) has noise (centre) added to it (right). In this example, fl = 59, fh = 129, 
fs = 2000, SNR = 0dB.  y-axis units are arbitrary 
 
The parameter 	  was chosen randomly from the frequency ranges from 30-60 Hz and * was randomly 30-100 Hz greater 
than 	 . The gain factor K was adjusted to make the EMG power unity. 
2.1.2. Real EMG data sets 
Two data sets of real EMG were used in this work. Data Set 1 consists of thirty subjects and six different gesture classes (plus 
rest) each for four sessions of six trials. Details can be found in [21]. There are eight bipolar channels, of which the seven lower-
arm channels were used. The bandwidth of the amplifier was 1Hz-1kHz and the data set had been provided with a 60Hz notch 
filter applied [21]. 
Data Set 2 is noisy 16-channel data from five subjects. There are two sessions for each subject, each consisting of a recording 
with 60 gestures. When used in the context of pattern recognition, one session was used for training and one for testing. There 
were twelve different gestures: all fingers flexion and extension (including thumb), as well as thumb opposition and 
antiopposition. Each gesture was initiated from rest and executed in random order. 
2.2.  EMG filtering 
EMG can be measured using high-density sensor arrays [22]. Sensors that either degrade or do not contribute significantly to 
classification accuracy can be discarded through a process such as Sequential Forward Selection [22]. Such spatial filtering 
cannot be used for the current generation of clinical prosthetics because the number of sensors is limited due to the sensor size, 
lack of available skin area and limited processing power. 
IIR or FIR band pass filters are commonly used and effective at removing noise outside the frequency range within which 
surface EMG is normally present [3]. Adaptive noise cancellation, which can be used in speech, requires a noise reference signal, 
and this is unavailable in prosthetic control. Wiener filtering, which also requires a clean reference [23] assumes that the 
spectrum of the noise is stationary. 
Noise reduction was implemented using wavelets in [13] [14]. In this work, the Daubechies db2 with four levels of 
decomposition from [13] was used with a hard threshold. Like EMD (discussed below), this method is applied to windows of the 
signal just prior to feature extraction, in contrast to the other methods where the filtering is applied to the entire signal before it is 
split into windows for feature extraction. 
EMD is a method of decomposing a signal into orthogonal Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) that are derived from the signal 
itself (i.e. not from basis functions as in wavelet transforms) [24]. In [25], the first three IMFs are summed to produce a noise-
reduced signal. In [26], each IMF has its standard deviation applied as a threshold, and then the signal is reconstituted. Both of 
these methods are used for comparison in this work. 
2.3.  Pattern recognition 
Modern clinical myoelectric control systems, such as those used for hand prostheses, obtain control instructions from a 
averaged rectified value of myoelectric signals from two sites on the forearm – one on the flexor group and one on the extensor 
group [2]. This is interpreted into open and close signals for the hand. If the prosthetic has individually articulated fingers, 
additional gestures can be realized by clever re-use of the open/close signals, for example, a second ‘open’ signal held when the 
hand is already open could be used to initiate a ‘point’ gesture. This requires training and practice on the part of the user, as the 
muscle movements and desired gestures do not intuitively match [3]. 
Pattern recognition allows control using muscle movements that correspond more naturally to the intended prosthetic gesture 
[2]. Many such control systems have been demonstrated in the laboratory environment [27]. In order to extract more information 
from the signals, features are extracted and combined, along with class labels, for the supervised learning of a classifier such as a 
neural network or Linear Discriminant Analysis. There are manifold feature types, but the most common, against which novel 
features are often compared, are time domain features such as the Hudgins’ feature set [2].  
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3. METHOD 
A diagram of the system structure is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2 – EMG is pre-processed using one of the Spectral Enhancement methods, and then pattern recognition is performed 
 
Spectral Subtraction is a well-known technique for speech signals in which a spectral estimate of the noise is subtracted from 
the signal [28]. Minimum Statistics (MS) takes advantage of the fact that during speech the spectral magnitude frequently drops 
to the noise floor [29]. In each STFT frequency bin, the minimum spectral magnitude tracked over D frames is assumed to be the 
noise floor. For window t of STFT bin k: 
 
+,", -,  − 1, -… − 0, -# (4) 
 
Once a spectral noise estimate has been generated, the magnitudes from the STFT noise estimation can be subtracted from the 
magnitudes of STFT of the original signal to produce a spectrally enhanced signal. Minimum Statistics can be improved by using 
recursive averaging. Improved Minima Controlled Recursive Averaging (IMCRA), which is based on minimum statistics, was 
designed to estimate noise in speech through recursive noise estimation on the signal [30] [31]. A noise estimate is made in each 
time-frequency slot in the form of a measure of the absolute value of the magnitude of the noise power, based on assumptions 
about the statistical distribution of signal and noise. Once the noise estimate is made, it can be subtracted from the original noisy 
signal to produce a noise-reduced signal. This step is called IMCRA-based spectral enhancement in this paper, but has also been 
known as IMCRA/OMLSA [32]. 
To obtain the noise estimate, the STFT of the signal is smoothed, and then stronger speech components are eliminated from a 
second, conditional, smoothing. To do this, IMCRA tracks the minima across the signal for each FFT frequency bin. The power 
in the signal during the rest periods drops to levels characteristic of the noise floor, and the minima should show this. 
AWGN contains noise at all frequencies, so it is useful for assessing the performance of noise reduction algorithms across 
frequency and time. AWGN was added to channel 6 (a dorsal site near the lateral epicondyle) from a recording from Data Set 1. 
The result is shown in Fig. 3. The movement sequence is hand close; wrist extension; wrist flexion; wrist extension; rest. 
  
Multi-channel 
noisy EMG 
Spectral 
Enhancement 
Multi-channel 
cleaned EMG 
Pattern 
Recognition 
Class labels 
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 (a) (b) 
   
 (c) (d) 
Fig. 3. Example of noise reduction using IMCRA-based spectral enhancement applied to a single channel of EMG (a) Time domain representations of channel 6. 
Signals have been offset on the y-axis for clarity – original (top), noise-added (middle), noise-reduced (bottom). The signals have been offset on the y-axis for 
clarity (b) spectrogram of the original signal (c) spectrogram of the signal with AWGN added (d) spectrogram of the signal after IMCRA-based spectral 
enhancement has been applied. 
 
There is a trade-off between window size and number of FFT bins. Higher frequency resolution can be obtained with longer 
FFT windows at the expense of time resolution (and therefore response time to changing noise levels). For our purposes, human 
reaction time can set a rough upper limit to the window size [33]. 
The example in Fig. 4(a) below is of a single channel of EMG consisting of five five-second recordings separated by five-
second inactivity periods.  The signals have been vertically offset for clarity. The signal (top) and a noise-added version (middle) 
are shown in the time domain in Fig. 4(a). IMCRA-based spectral enhancement was applied to the noisy version of the signal 
(bottom). 
   
   
 
 (a) (b) 
Figure 4 (a) A recording of EMG for five gestures – original signal (top), noise-added signal (middle) and noisy signal that has IMCRA-based spectral 
enhancement applied (bottom) offset vertically for clarity (b) magnitude of the STFT of a single bin (bin 15) along with the magnitude of the STFT for the same 
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bin after the application of IMCRA-based spectral enhancement.  The tracked minimum (Smin) and the estimate of the noise are also shown 
One DFT bin was chosen to demonstrate the behaviour of IMCRA upon EMG. Fig. 4(b) shows the absolute value of the STFT 
of bin 15 (which has a centre frequency of about 60Hz) before and after IMCRA-based spectral enhancement is applied. The 
timing of the instructions that were given to the subject to perform gestures and to relax are shown as solid and dashed vertical 
lines, respectively. It can be seen that the ‘rest’, or inactivity sections, which contain only noise, have been attenuated to a greater 
degree than the sections in which gestures are being performed. 
3.1.  Comparison 
MSNE and the spectral enhancement based on IMCRA were compared against other noise reduction techniques. Three 
different approaches were taken. Firstly, the change in signal quality for noisy simulated EMG was tested before and after the 
application of each noise reduction method. Second, the change in classification accuracy was measured for Data Set 1 with 
added AWGN added at various levels. Finally, classification accuracy for Data Set 2 was examined for different numbers of 
channels with and without noise reduction. Table II lists the noise reduction methods that were compared. 
 
TABLE II 
NOISE REDUCTION METHODS TESTED 
A EMG with AWGN added I EMD: sum of first three 
IMFs [25] applied to 
signal A 
B Band pass of signal A J EMD: sum of first three 
IMFs [25] then band pass 
applied to signal A 
C IMCRA spectral 
enhancement applied 
signal A 
K EMD: IMF thresholding 
[26] applied to signal A 
D IMCRA spectral 
enhancement then band 
pass applied to signal A 
L EMD: IMF thresholding 
[26] then band pass 
applied to signal A 
E Wavelet [17] applied to 
signal A 
M Bandpass of the ‘clean’ 
EMG 
F Wavelet [17] then band 
pass applied to signal A 
N Wiener applied to signal 
A 
G MSNE [31] applied to 
signal A 
O Wiener then band pass 
applied to signal A 
H MSNE [31] then band 
pass applied to signal A 
  
 
In order to get the best possible improvement in classification accuracy when applying IMCRA-based spectral enhancement to 
Data Sets 2 and 4, it was necessary to change the values until the best possible classification accuracy was obtained for the entire 
data set.  The values of many of the parameters given in [30] [31] were optimised for speech sampled at 16kHz, so empirical 
tests had to be performed to determine the best values of the parameters for EMG.  The parameters were changed one at a time 
and then, if there was an improvement in accuracy, the best value was kept and the other values were then tested.  IMCRA-based 
spectral enhancement was applied to each EMG channel independently.  IMCRA assumes that the first window of the signal 
contains only noise, which is true for Data Sets 2 and 4. 
The most important parameters were found to be L, V and U.  L is the size of the STFT window in samples that was used in 
IMCRA, which determines (by definition) the number of FFT bins.  U and V set the number of samples and frames over which 
the minima are tracked and updated.  The values used for IMCRA with Data Sets 2 and 4, which are shown in Table III, were 
decided with empirical tests in which a range of values for each parameter were systematically tested in turn to assess the effect 
upon classification accuracy. The parameter values that were used for IMCRA are listed in Table III. These values were decided 
based on the highest improvements in classification accuracy obtained during empirical tests for both data sets. 
TABLE III 
VALUES USED FOR IMCRA SPECTRAL ENHANCEMENT 
 
Name Description Value used 
Data Set 1 
Value used 
Data Set 2 
L Length of FFT 
window in samples 
256 512 
V Minimum of 15 10 
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current sub-
window of V 
samples 
U Number of sub-
windows within the 
V samples for 
minima tracking 
4 4 
 
The choice of statistical model for the PDF was Gaussian for EMG [34], though this is based on the assumption of constant-
force, constant-angle and non-fatiguing contractions [34]. The conditional gain Gh was used instead of G, therefore the presence 
probability was not used in the recursive smoothing of the spectral gain. 
3.1.1. Signal properties of simulated EMG 
A set of 500 dynamic simulated EMG recordings were created using the process described in Section 2.1.1, with an SNR of 
0dB and a single ‘gesture’ per simulated recording. The signal quality was measured before and after the application of each of 
the noise reduction methods using the criteria discussed in Section 1. 
3.1.2. Classification accuracy using real EMG with AWGN 
The presence of noise in EMG signals affects the classification accuracy of any pattern recognition systems that have been 
trained to recognise gesture by using features derived from noisy data. It is therefore asserted that, other parameters being equal, 
the change in classification accuracy can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of noise reduction algorithms. If a noise 
reduction method is effective, then a classifier trained and tested with the processed data should have a higher classification 
accuracy compared with a classifier that was trained and tested with features extracted from the original, unprocessed data. 
For Data Set 1, a set of linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs) was used to classify gestures because LDA classifiers failed 
to converge at the higher noise levels. The seven lower-arm channels were used, with AWGN added at -10db, -5dB and 0dB 
SNR relative to the mean power of the gestures per channel. For feature extraction, window length was 300ms with an overlap of 
150ms, and ten windows were taken from each gesture. For each subject, half of the data (12 of the trials) were used for training 
and half for testing. This was done for each trial for all thirty subjects. The mean and standard deviations of all of the accuracies 
across all trials of all subjects was then taken. Classification accuracy from the band passed ‘clean’ data was used as the 
reference. 
3.2.  Classification accuracy using real noisy EMG 
For Data Set 2, Linear Discriminant Analysis was used for classification [2]. The gesture classification accuracies for all 
combinations of two channels out of sixteen were calculated, and then the mean across all combinations for all five subjects was 
taken. This was repeated for four, six, eight, ten, twelve and fourteen channel combinations for each of the processes tested, for 
the purposes of comparing noise reduction against the effectiveness of adding more channels. The mean accuracy across all 
subjects when all sixteen channels were used was assessed for each process and used as the reference. 
4. RESULTS 
4.1.  Signal properties of simulated EMG 
The properties of the simulated EMG that was contaminated with AWGN at 0dB were investigated before and after each of 
the noise reduction techniques. The results varied greatly depending on whether band pass filtering was also used.  For this 
reason, results both with and without band pass filtering are given below. The SNR, DP Ratio, SN Ratio and  Ratio before and 
after noise reduction were investigated using the method described in 3.1.1. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 5. Mean change in signal properties for each of the filtering types across the 500 simulated gestures with AWGN added at 0dB SNR. (a) SNR (b) DP ratios  - 
horizontal line is minimum DP Ratio specified in [15] (c)  Ratio – horizontal line is minimum  Ratio specified in [15] (d) SN Ratio – horizontal line is SN 
Ratio for clean signal. Note that lower is better for  Ratio.  For (b)-(d), adequate performance is highlighted in white. Table II lists the process labels. 
 
Fig. 5 shows that Wiener (N and O, with and without band pass respectively) has the most consistent improvement in all 
criteria compared with the other methods. However, Wiener filtering requires a clean reference, which is available for this 
simulated data set, but will be unavailable in a real EMG-based control system. The results obtained using the IMCRA-based 
spectral enhancement along with band passing adequately corrected the DP Ratio,  Ratio and SN Ratio. Fig. 4(d) shows that 
band passing the signal regardless of the processing method improves the  Ratio. 
4.2.  Classification accuracy using Data Set 1 with added AWGN 
The classification accuracy was investigated using the method described in Section 3.1.2 applied to Data Set 1 with Additive 
White Gaussian Noise added at three different SNRs. The classification accuracy results are shown in Fig. 6, where the process 
labels are defined in Table II. 
 
 
 (a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 6. Mean accuracies across all subjects of the Data Set 1 for all processes with AWGN added (a) at -10dB, (b) at -5dB, (c) at 0dB relative to the mean power 
of the ‘gesture’ parts of each of the signals. The error bars are ±1 SD. Processes labels are defined in Table II.  IMCRA with bandpass is highlighted. 
 
The same results are shown in Table III below. 
TABLE III 
MEAN ACCURACIES ACROSS ALL SUBJECTS OF THE DATA SET 1 FOR ALL PROCESSES WITH AWGN ADDED AT -10DB, -5DB, 0DB 
RELATIVE TO THE MEAN POWER OF THE ‘GESTURE’ PARTS OF EACH OF THE SIGNALS 
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In all parts of Fig. 6 and Table III, bar ‘M’ shows the accuracy for the unfiltered clean data, which is 92%. Fig. 5 (a) show the 
results for noise added at −1023 relative to the mean gesture power, where the accuracy ‘A’ (signal with AWGN added) is 
43%. The IMCRA-based spectral enhancement (D) is best at restoring the accuracy to 59.9% with a standard deviation of 15.8. 
There is a similar trend in improvement at -5dB in Fig. 6 (b) and at 0dB in Fig. 6 (c). 
4.3.  Classification accuracy using real noisy EMG 
Data Set 2 has high levels of power line interference, so notch filtering is applied along with band pass filtering before noise 
reduction is applied. Classification accuracy for Data Set 2 (shown in Fig. 7) is high for all five subjects when all sixteen 
channels are used after band pass and notch filtering.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Mean accuracies across all five subjects across all combinations of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 channels of Data Set 2. The results with and without 
IMCRA-based spectral enhancement (shown as IMCRA-based spectral enhancement) are shown. The error bars are ±1 standard deviation 
 
In Fig. 7, as could be expected, the accuracy drops as fewer channels are used. The drop-off is less prominent if IMCRA-based 
spectral enhancement is applied, and the improvement is greater for fewer channels. For example, for two channels, the accuracy 
jumps from a mean of 43.9% to 50.6%. For four channels, the mean accuracy jumps from 61.5% to 68.3%. For sixteen channels, 
the mean accuracy across all subjects increases slightly from 88.58% to 90.2%. 
The mean improvements range between 1.5× a standard deviation for two channels to 1.3× a standard deviation for 16 
channels. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Fig. 5 shows that the measurements of signal quality found in [15] are affected in different ways by each of the methods, but 
that IMCRA-based spectral enhancement restores the values to within the acceptable ranges given in the reference. Fig. 6 shows 
that it is the most effective of the algorithms at recovering the classification accuracy in the presence of AWGN. Confidence that 
noise is being removed is increased by the observation that the classification accuracy of the pattern recognition systems is 
improved. Fig. 7 shows some classification accuracy can be recovered for noisy real EMG when fewer channels are used. 
IMCRA is sensitive to initial conditions: it is important that the first window consist only of noise. A test was performed in 
which the noise estimation started during a gesture.  The IMCRA estimator assumed this to be the noise floor, so the rest of the 
signal was attenuated accordingly, which rendered the signals useless for pattern recognition purposes. 
Some tests were carried out to assess the effectiveness of IMCRA on Data Set 1 for varying numbers of channels. The results 
from Data Set 1 changed only by a little either way if IMCRA-based Spectral Enhancement was applied to the ‘clean’ signals.  
-10dB M A B D F H J L
Mean 92.01 43.02 46.87 59.90 36.83 52.75 42.73 49.69
SD 4.60 13.45 14.50 15.78 11.76 14.37 12.71 15.04
-5dB M A B D F H J L
Mean 92.01 53.66 63.00 74.08 55.43 67.93 58.41 65.74
SD 4.60 17.09 16.76 14.25 17.05 14.98 15.64 15.80
0dB M A B D F H J L
Mean 92.01 64.06 75.79 82.35 72.13 79.30 71.85 77.97
SD 4.60 17.59 13.91 11.63 16.03 12.38 15.03 13.19
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This indicated that the noise estimation was good. The length of the window (L) is determined by the need for the classifier to 
respond within human reaction time. Changing L to 1024 for the real EMG increased the accuracy slightly for Data Set 1, but 
this is longer than the 300ms reaction time. 
To determine the effects of varying parameters, the values of the smoothing factors are critical. The time-varying value of α, 
45, depends on the conditional speech presence probability p. 45 determines the trade-off between signal attenuation and noise 
reduction. αd and αs are also smoothing factors, the values of which determine the smoothness of the recursive spectral estimation 
for the noise and minima spectrum respectively [31]. The forgetting factor, α, a, must not be too low or the spectral peaks caused 
by gestures will be insufficiently strong. 
With the Data Set 2, there were diminishing returns on the use of IMCRA-based spectral enhancement as more channels were 
used. Increasing the number of EMG channels was found to improve the classification accuracy even for very noisy data. If there 
are fewer channels, then IMCRA-based spectral enhancement provides a significant improvement in accuracy. 
The results have shown that band passing of the signal should always be performed regardless of the noise reduction type 
employed. 
6. CONCLUSION 
This paper has shown the potential of spectral noise estimation and noise reduction for improving the classification accuracy 
of a pattern recognition-based myoelectric control system. The change in signal quality in the presence of AWGN was examined 
and found to be satisfactory. Two approaches were then used to demonstrate that Spectral Enhancement techniques such as 
IMCRA can improve myoelectric signal quality and therefore classification accuracy for the purpose of pattern recognition-
based prosthetic hand control. This implies that applying the technique based on IMCRA is more effective than the other noise 
reduction methods at preserving spectral information from the EMG while reducing the noise. 
The improvement in accuracy gained for the noisy data would make the operation of prosthetic hands easier. IMCRA was 
seldom found to be detrimental to classification accuracy if performed on data that was already clean, but there is of course 
additional processing required for the spectral noise reduction. 
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